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Editors note: The time period in my book and website is from Abraham to the Apostles.  Today's Christianity is a mere 

shadow of what you read in the New Testament.  I endeavor to be accurate to the time period.  In that time GOD the FATHER 

was called YHWH / YAHWEH.  “Words have meaning, but names have power.”  Known as the “Tetragrammaton” are the four 

consonants standing for the Hebrew Name of GOD.  Hebrew is read from left to right, and in English it is written as “YHWH.”  

“The true pronunciation of the Sacred Name YHWH was never lost” (Encyclopedia Judaica, Vol.7, p.679).  The word has been 

transliterated to English as “YAHWEH.”  

The Sacred Name is revealed, and commanded to be used for all generations to come, in Exodus 3:15(NJB) God further 

said to Moses, “You are to tell the Israelites, YAHWEH, the God of your ancestors, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and 

the God of Jacob, has sent me to you.  This is my name for all time, and thus I am to be invoked for all generations to come.”  

There are close to a hundred other passages in the Hebrew Bible commanding its use.  The Prophet Malachi states the 

Sacred Name was given to be used by all Believers, the Israelites and the gentiles (Mal.1:11).  (For clarity, all references to 

the CREATOR will be printed in capital letters.  It is not meant to shout the Name, but out of respect, because it is the Name 

which is above all others.  All references to HIS Kingdom will have the first letter capitalized.  For example: YAHWEH‟S Law, 

Covenants, Prophets, as opposed to man‟s law, covenants, secular prophets.)   

HIS Son Jesus Christ was actually called Yahshua the Messiah.  In the Bible names have meaning.  YHWH / YAHWEH 

means eternal, endless, everlasting.  And the Christ/Messiah comes as salvation in His FATHER'S Name. Shua means 

salvation, and YAH is the FATHER'S Name, YAH-shua - now that's a name, loaded with meaning!  >>For more info log on: 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c1_top_god.htm 

 

 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c1_top_god.htm
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Introduction  

 

Trouble in the Holy Land! 

 

“…when these things come to pass 
men hearts will be failing them for fear.”  

– Luke 21:25-31 
 

Spiritually, we are currently living under the Age of Grace, the age of learning.  Sometime in the future, almost 

tomorrow, this age will close.  When the Bible refers to prophecy of the end times, it means the last days of one 

age, leading to the next age.  There are two big end time events yet to come.  The end of this Age of Grace, 

leading to the next Messianic age of a thousand years of peace under the Messiah (Rev.20:11-21, 20:1-6).  And 

the other event is after the Messianic age, the last days leading up to the Great White Throne Judgment 

(Rev.20:7-9), ending this mortal age under the curse of sin.   

Prophecy says these will be times of great tribulation for humanity, but it is important to remember the end of 

these ages is not the end of the world, the Bible says over 120 times that the Earth will go on forever.   

Most of the prophecies in the books of Zechariah, Daniel, Matthew, Revelations, relates to the events 
of transition at the end of this Age of Grace, leading to the beginning of the next Messianic age, 
commonly called the Tribulation era.  See the Tribulation / Apocalypse  Prophecies web pages for more 

info.  Another key in understanding the end time‟s prophecies is to learn about the Biblical Holy Days listed in 
Leviticus ch.23. 

 
The Bible says this is Satan’s world, and Satan counterfeits true knowledge (2Cor.4:4).  For example, one day 

the Messiah will rule the world, and Satan wants to counterfeit the Messiah‟s rule of the world.  Satan has wanted 

the world to worship him since the Tower of Babel.  If he can‟t get what he wants, his back-up plan is a scorched 

Earth policy.  Destroy humanity!  Destroy the Earth!  It‟s nothing personal - just business. 

Ground Zero of the Apocalypse is Jerusalem.  It is the center of our prophecy radar.  Sometimes when I talk 

about prophecy, some folks just roll their eyes and give me a condescending smirk.  Then I ask them, “In the 

Bible written 2500 years ago, the Prophet Zechariah clearly wrote in 12:3 “…I will make Jerusalem a very heavy 

stone for all peoples; all who would heave it away will surely be cut in pieces, though all nations of the Earth are 

gathered against it.”  I ask, “Have you seen the current news on Jerusalem?  Who else but YHWH could make 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c8_age_of_grace.htm
http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c9_prophecy_trib01.htm
http://www.homeworship101.com/holy_days_intro.htm
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such a prediction?  Can you name any swami today who could predict what city, 2500 years from now, will be 

central in a world conflict?” 

It will be Satan’s last attempt at establishing his New World order.  It will begin under the banner of peace and 

reform, complete with convincing spiritual psycho-babble, all leading to a fool‟s paradise and certain destruction.  

The peace will not last long, and “woe to them that are weak,” this society will turn on itself, and many people will 

die during these years.  This is not the talk of weird conspiracy nuts, shades of this story are in almost every 

culture. 

Yahshua-Jesus already warned humanity in Matthew 24:21 
“For then there will be great tribulation, 

 such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time,  
no, nor ever shall be.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Canaanite Festivals  

 
“How you are fallen from heaven, 

O Lucifer, son of the morning! 
How you are cut down to the ground, 

You who weakened the nations! 
For you have said in your heart: 

„I will ascend into heaven, 
I will exalt my throne above the stars of God; 

I will also sit on the mount of the congregation 
On the farthest sides of the north; 

I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, 
I will be like the Most High.‟ 

- Isaiah 14:12-14 
 

Satan’s major problem is that he always wanted to be YHWH-GOD and have everyone worship him, which is 

why he originally fell from heaven.  Later in time, he tried to tempt the Messiah into worshipping him, and that did 

not work (Mat.ch.4).  Now, during the Tribulation era after a war in Heaven, Satan and his demonic angels lose 

their access to the heavenlies are cast to the Earth.  Prophecy tells us that Satan, by some mysterious slight-of-

hand, will possess the body of the human political leader commonly called the Antichrist.  He will play the role as 

the world‟s messiah, albeit a counterfeit messiah, and he will want the whole world to worship him (Dan.8:24), and 

he will use YHWH‟s Holy Days to do it.  I suspect that Satan will of course not call them YHWH‟s Holy Days but 

will pervert them into the annual ancient Canaanite Festivals which he will say predate the “Jewish holidays.”  

Satan will act as a reformer and say the Canaanite Festivals are part of humanities ancient roots and were 

universally worshiped by all the ancient races, which are similar to the Jewish holidays, but the Jews rewrote 

them in the time of Moses to make them their own. 

Satan is a counterfeiter, meaning he takes what YHWH has ordained and makes it his own.  We know that 

YHWH‟s suffering Messiah Yahshua/Jesus fulfilled the spring season of Holy Days, and sometime in the future 

YHWH‟s Messiah will fulfill the fall season of Holy Days when he returns on the Day of Trumpets as the 

conquering Messiah and judge the nations of the world on the Day of Atonement.  Then in the name of Yahshua, 

all the surviving nations will celebrate and worship YHWH on Tabernacles (Luke 2:14; John 10:25, 14:12-15).  As 
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I outline in this mini-study I propose how Satan will pervert YHWH‟s Holy Days into what will basically be global 

devil worship, even the Jews will be deceived for a while (Mat.24:24).   

“For false christs and false prophets will rise 
 and show great signs and wonders to deceive, 

if possible, even the elect.” 
- Matthew 24:24 

 
The term “elect” in the above quote means the Jewish people, Yahshua is saying even the Jewish people 
with all their knowledge of the Torah and Bible history will be deceived by Satan.  A Jewish reader of my website 
and newsletter wrote me saying she has just come across a website describing the Canaanite festivals.  She was 
deeply disturbed by what she read because the annual Canaanite festival holidays mirrored her Jewish holidays 
but predated the Bible.  She wrote, “…never in my life ever read this kind of similarity from a civilization which has 
to predate Abraham…, for example, they put the blood of a lamb on their tent poles and sacrifice a non blemished 
lamb in the spring.”  She said she felt sick, frightened and worried by what she read realizing that the end-times 
scenarios are starting.  We communicate often, this Jewish lady is a true daughter of Abraham educated in the 
Torah and Bible including being a believer in Yahshua, so what caused her to be so upset almost leading her to a 
near crisis of faith?   
 
Here is a brief outline of the seasonal festivals of the Canaanites: 

 
The New Year begins in the spring just like the Bible‟s New Year.  
 
On the full moon just after the spring solstice, on the “First Night” they sacrifice an unblemished lamb 
roasting it and requiring that it all be eaten that night and daubing the blood of the lamb on their tent 
poles, just like the Bible‟s first Passover. 
 
On the “Second Night” begins the “Barley Harvest festival of Unleavened Bread,” where for seven days 
they prohibit the eating of all leavening products and eat only flat bread, just like the Bible‟s Days of 
Unleavened Bread.   
 
“Feast of Wheat Harvest Offering of Loaves” 7 weeks/ 49 days (7x7, very magical number) after 
beginning barley harvest, every family is required to make two loaves of bread for an offering at the 
temple, which is very similar to the Pentecost/ Shavuot Holy Day of the Bible.   
 
On the Seventh Month’s New Moon - New Half-Year – is the “magical seventh month,” just like the 
Bibles start of the seventh month fall season of Holy Days.  On this New Year's Day, the people eat 
something sweet (honey) first and avoid sour foods, to magically bring sweetness in coming year. 
 
On the tenth day after the new moon is the “Intercalary Purification Fast Day.”  The people at home 
light no fires and perform acts of expiation and purification, just like the prayer, repenting, fast day of the 
Bible‟s Day of Atonement.  
 
On the full moon is the “Feast of Harvest In-Gathering.”  This is a week long festival were the 
Canaanites ate, drank, and reveled, marking the end of agricultural year and the beginning of the rainy 
season, similar the week long celebration of Tabernacles.  
 
For more info search Canaanite festivals, or log on to 
http://webspace.webring.com/people/nl/lilinah_haanat/year2.html 
 

 

I wrote my Jewish friend, fear not, in my humble opinion, the Canaanite 
festivals have some uncanny similarities to YHWH‟s Holy Days, but there is 
also much paganism mixed in.  I believe the festivals trace their roots to Satan 
stemming from humanities satanic lawless time of Noah before the flood and 
revived again in the time of the Satanic inspired Tower of Babel.  The Holy 
Days we know started in the time of Moses, but we don't know exactly what 
Noah and Abraham knew about YHWH's Holy Days, but they knew 
something.  A hint of Passover goes back to Adam and Eve's son Seth when 

http://webspace.webring.com/people/nl/lilinah_haanat/year2.html
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he sacrificed a lamb to YHWH.  We know that Satan is an imposter and likens to replace himself with YHWH - the 
Tribulation Temple desecration for example.  Satan has access to the Heavenlies and the Throne Room, he 
knows what YHWH decrees (IE. Laws and Holy Days) and he uses parts of YHWH's truth and remakes it in his 
image.  
 
The final proof is in the sure word of prophecy.  YHWH fulfilled many world-changing events on HIS Holy 
Days, the Canaanite festivals cannot make any such prophetic claims.  

 
“And so we have the prophetic word confirmed, 

which you do well to heed 
as a light that shines in a dark place,”  

- 2Peter 1:19 

 

 
 

Satan and the  Spring Season of  YHWH‟s Holy Days 

 
"The peoples of Europe are looking for a man so powerful 

that he could hold the allegiance of all the peoples of Europe, 
and be he man or devil 

we are ready to receive him, now." 
- Paul Henri Spaak 

One of the originators of the European Community, 
and former secretary general of NATO. 

 

Be careful what you wish for... 
the question is not whether these events will take place, 

it is when will these events take place. 
 

The Tribulation era starts seven years prior to the Messiah‟s arrival.  The whole seven-year Tribulation era has 

two phases.  It begins when a political leader from Europe, commonly called the Antichrist, who is supported by 

the pope, makes a seven-year peace contract with Israel.  Phase two called “the Great Tribulation period” or the 

“Time of Jacob‟s Trouble” (meaning the time of Israel‟s trouble), begins with Satan‟s actual physical reign on 

Earth.  It starts about half way (approx 3 1/2 years) into the Tribulation era and continues for 3 1/2 years or 1260 

days.  This is precisely given so humankind will know that there is an end to the suffering Satan and his demonic 

angels bring to the inhabitants of Earth after they lose their access to the heavens (Rev.12:7-9). 

“Because the creation itself 
also will be delivered from the bondage of corruption 

into the glorious liberty of the Children of God. 
For we know that the whole creation groans and labors 

with birth pangs together until now.” 
– Roman 8:21-22 

 
The world will not slip down an evil path on a moments notice, it will happen gradually, with waves of 
darkness coming quicker and quicker while growing stronger and stronger.  Generally, people will not knowingly 
follow evil, they have to be tricked into thinking that it seems like it‟s the right thing to do (Pro.14:12).  The 
metaphor used in the Bible for the end times events says it will be as “birth pangs” (Rom.8:22), which means 
natural disasters, lawless murders, death of disease, etc., will occur with increased frequency as the end of the 
Age of Grace nears.  That is why many preachers today say the apocalyptic judgments are in the initial stages 
and the Earth is already entering the Tribulation period.  (Maybe we are close, but we are not quite there yet.)   
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Generally, one can see a woman in the latter stages of pregnancy and how close she is to birthing her child.  
It is the same with prophecy.  The prelude to the actual Tribulation era would start showing characteristic signs of 
the coming events so that humanity can see it - if they are watching - and anticipate the coming events.  Many 
Biblical prophesies some written over 2000 years ago are running real close to today‟s current events.  Some 
would say, “If you‟re not paranoid, it‟s because you‟re not paying attention.”  
 
During these tribulation years the earth with its many natural and economic disasters will be in great distress 
and the people will be frightened, when people are afraid then they will listen to men with easy answers 
(Pro.12:14).  The Antichrist will be a very charismatic leader whose easy answers will lead humanity to it‟s near 
destruction.  
 
The prophecies I am outlining in this study relate to the second phase of the Tribulation era, which is the 

last 3½ years. Scriptures has many warnings of this most horrible time in humanities future. It is called: The time 

of Jacob‟s Trouble, Jer.30:7.  The Prophet Daniel 12:1 says this time, “Such as never was since there was a 

nation…”  And Yahshua already warned humanity in Matthew 24:21, “For then there will be great tribulation, such 

as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time, no, nor ever shall be.”  

                           ~ War In Heaven ~ 

“And war broke out in heaven:  
Michael and his angels fought with the dragon;  
and the dragon and his angels fought, but they did not prevail,  
nor was a place found for them in heaven any longer.   
So the great dragon was cast out, that serpent of old,  
called the Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world;  
he was cast to the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.” 
                                         - Revelation 12:7-9 

 
“…Woe to the inhibiters of the earth and of the sea! 

For the devil is come down unto you, 
having great wrath, 

because he knoweth that he hath but a short time,” 
– Revelation 12:12 

 

Satan has just lost his power to the heavenlies (Rev.12:7-12), he has but a short time, he is angry, and he 

is thinking scorched earth policy.  Yahshua stated a prophecy in Matthew 24:37, “But as the days of Noah 

were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be.”  In the day‟s of Noah, before the flood, Satan and his evil 

angels walked the Earth and seduced humanity into following their evil ways, instead of following the wise counsel 

of YHWH (Gen.6:1-4).  Now Satan and his dark angels will once again walk the Earth and make one more assault 

on humanity.  He will seduce humanity from the worship of YHWH unto himself.  

Satan is the god of this world, 
and his is a world of counterfeit wisdom... 

 
"...whose minds the god of this age has blinded..." - 2Cor.4:4 

 

Satan’s major problem is that he always wanted to be GOD and have everyone worship him (which is why he 

originally fell from heaven).  Later in time, he tried to tempt the Messiah into worshipping him, and that did not 

work (Mat.ch.4).  Now, after a war in Heaven, Satan and his demonic angels are cast to the Earth, and Satan, by 

some mysterious slight-of-hand, will possess the body of the human political leader - the Antichrist.  Posing as the 

- counterfeit - messiah, he will want the whole world to worship him (Dan.8:24), and he will use YHWH‟s Holy Day 

to do it.   
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Revelation 13:1-10 describes this Satan possessed leader in greater detail.  In a companion prophecy from 

the Prophet Daniel, the ten horns represent the power, corresponding to the ten toes of the final revived Roman 

Empire.  The seven heads are the other world leaders remaining after three have been destroyed.  The ten 

crowns are the ten titles he will take on himself, for example, king of the Roman Empire, king of Jerusalem, king 

of Israel, king of the Earth, king of the heavens, etc., he will take upon himself worldwide power (Rev.13:7-8).  

Here is wisdom. 
Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, 

for it is the number of a man: His number is 666. 
- Revelation 13:18 

 
The Bible is specific on this last day’s leader so that humanity knows whom they should not worship, and 

would be wise to avoid his mark.  The Hebrew and Greek languages are alphanumeric.  That means the letters of 

the alphabet also represent numbers.  To calculate the numeric value of a name, look up the letters 

corresponding number for each letter of a person‟s name.  When completed, then add all the numbers together to 

arrive at the total numeric value.  For the Antichrist, the letters of his name will total 666.  

The conspiracy theorists have written volumes on this one prophecy of the Bible.  In centuries past many 
names have totaled 666, but the other prophesied circumstances of the individuals life must also match.  Today 
some say the Internet is the work of the Antichrist, because the first letter of an Internet address is: www.  The 
letter w also represents the number 6.  So www is translated as 666.  But they are wrong.  All letters of name 
have to total six hundred and sixty-six. 

WARNING: Once the real - 666 - Antichrist appears, prophecy sternly warns us, that people would be 
better off running away or accept death so that the spirit may be saved, then accepting the Antichrists 
authority, which would eventually mean eternal death (Rev.14:9-11). 

~ On Passover (?) ~ 

“Therefore when you see 
the „abomination of desolation,‟ 
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, 

standing in the Holy place…” 
- Mathew 24:15 

 

In an effort to fool the world that he really is the promised messiah, he will attempt to fulfill as many Old 

Testament prophecies of the Messiah as possible, and as we know Yahshua fulfilled many of the messianic 

prophecies on the spring season of Holy Days, now Satan will counterfeit them.  On Passover the Antichrist will 

seemly be killed or murdered.  There are two theories as to how the Antichrist might fulfill Isaiah‟s prophecy of the 

wounded Messiah (Isa.53:5-6).  Either the Antichrist dies in the Islamic/Russian attack on Israel, or a Temple 

priest will try to kill him with a sword or a knife when he stops the sacrifices in the Temple and claims to be GOD.  

~ On Easter (?) ~ 

“…and his deadly wound was healed; 
and all the world wondered after the beast.”  

– Revelation 13:3 
 

This is a crucial prophecy for Lucifer, and a key “trigger event” to watch the radar screen for.  

When the human Antichrist receives a deadly wound, Satan himself will possess the wounded body and 

through some sort of spiritual trickery, it will seem that the dead body lives again.  The body will be 

revived and resurrected directly with Satan‟s power.  Satan does not have the power to bring people back from 

the dead, but he is tricky, and it will appear to the world that the human Antichrist has come back from the dead.  I 
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suspect this event will happen during the Passover and Easter holidays.  The timing fits because Revelation 12:6-

13 tells us exactly, “...For 1260 days...,” 42 months, or 3 1/2 years.  Knowing that the conquering Messiah will 

return on the seventh moon in fall season of Holy Days, a half of a year backwards brings us back to the first new 

years moon and the spring season of Holy Days.  This one event will convince most of the world that he is the 

true messiah, and that the Jews and the Christian world should follow him (Rev.13:3-16).  

Just prior to these events was the Sixth Trumpet Judgment, which was the first attack on Israel after the 

peace treaty is broken (Rev.9:13-21).  YHWH and Yahshua provided the divine protection of Israel but the – 

seemingly – resurrected Antichrist will take credit for the Russian defeat, and claiming to be the savior of Israel he 

will then go to the Jewish  - Tribulation - Temple and declare himself god (Dan.9:27; Mat.24:15; 2The.2:3-4, 

Rev.13:11), fooling even the “elect” (Jews).     

“He exalts himself above all other gods,” 
- Daniel 11:36 

“...For 1260 days...” (42 months or 3 1/2 years) 
- Revelation 12:6-13 

 
 
 

Satan and the Hoy Day of Pentecost / Shavuot 

 
“For false christs and false prophets will rise 

and show great signs and wonders to deceive, 
if possible, even the elect.”   

– Matthew 24:24 
 

YHWH preformed many stunning signs and wonders on HIS Holy Days, now Satan will do his best to 

engineer some counterfeit miracles.  Do not underestimate him in the above quote YHWH warns us that they will 

be dramatic enough to fool the Jews – albeit only for a short while. 

It’s the High Holy Day of Shavuot / Pentecost 
and the Architect (Satan) has the stage set for the religion of the Antichrist. 

 

Remember, at this point humanity is little more then half way though the seven years of tribulation.  The Seven 

Trumpet Judgments (Rev.ch.8-9; 11:15-19) has just concluded and the world has been in a dramatic upheaval.  

In the seven Trumpet Judgments humanity suffered through vicious hail, tremendous fires, devastating 

earthquakes, meteors crashing to earth and raising dust clouds that block the sun, moon, and stars, a plague of 

demonic locusts tormented humanity for 150 days, and if that‟s not enough Russia and the Muslims attacked 

Israel (and probably the US).  YHWH protected Israel and invading armies are defeated, but in the process the 

war kills a third of humanity.    

Due to the world calamities, farming, manufacturing, and commerce, is in disarray, food and supplies are 

scarce, and the remaining world‟s population is afraid and fearful of the future.  The satanic possessed Antichrist 

is sitting in the Jerusalem Temple ready to rule the world, and when people are afraid, they will listen to men with 

easy answers.   
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~ The New Paradigm – The Opiate of the People ~ 

"When the materials are ready 
the Architect will appear, 

but seek him not; seek only to be ready." 
 

Humans are creatures of habit who (generally speaking) seek to avoid the burden of independent thought and 

responsibility for their actions.  Millions prefer to be told what is right and wrong, good and evil, proper and 

forbidden, and then seek to impose on everyone else the code they have chosen.  Satan in pandering to this 

indolence, ignorance, and desire for conformity, will position his church of the last days to become the "opiate of 

the people" by which a few, control the many.  As Hitler said: "What good fortune for governments that the people 

do not think."  The ancient words of the Prophet Hosea 4:6 still carry meaning, "My people are destroyed for lack 

of knowledge." 

On this Holy Day YHWH revealed how to live life righteously with the rewards of eternal life.  Now on this day 

Satan – the Architect, will reveal how to live large in his new world order.  Satan‟s new age religion of humanism 

will promote a fools paradise - which will be very short lived.  It‟s the same old lies repackaged for the current 

time, the sales pitch will sound something like this: Our new global ethic teaches a new humanism, a new 

worldview, and a new planetary concern.  A new covenant for humanity will be created by the uniting of the 

world’s religions, and outlining the responsibilities (rather then the rights) of planetary citizenship.   

Satan will develop his religious and political platform from the groundwork he has already put into place.  It is 

something like today‟s field of theosophical knowledge that encompasses creation, death, and the evolution of 

universes, human beings, and atoms.  He will say, theosophy tells us of our divine ancestry going back millions of 

years, far longer if we reckon beyond this universe to previous universes; that we are not pawns of any god or 

devil, nor do we need for anyone to intercede for us between our Father within and the Father without, because 

we are all sparks from the celestial fire at the heart of our being, we are brothers and companions of the stars and 

of the gods.  Basically it is the same ego religion con that he sold to Adam & Eve and repackaged throughout 

history we do not need a CREATOR, because we are all evolving to be gods. 

~ The False Prophet ~ 
 

“He performs great signs, 
so that he even makes fire come down from heaven 

on the earth in the sight of men. 
And he deceives those who dwell on the earth by those signs 

which he was granted to do in the sight of the beast, 
telling those who dwell on the earth 

to make an image to the beast who was wounded by the sword and lived. 
He was granted power to give breath to the image of the beast, 

that the image of the beast should both speak 
and cause as many as would not worship the image of the beast to be killed.” 

– Revelation 13:11-15 

“And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the 
beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet;” Revelation 16:13.  This verse tells us that there will be main 
characters in this end of the age drama.  The dragon is Satan, the beast is the human Antichrist, and the false 
prophet is the religious leader working for the Antichrist.   

When Satan takes physical form through the Antichrist he will not want to share worship with anyone.  Some 
prophecy students believe “The Great Harlot” and “the False Prophet” are the same characters, and some others 
believe that they are two different characters, but with the same false spirit of Babylon.  If they are two characters 
then here is where the change might happen.  Until this point, many believe the Antichrist‟s religious partner has 
been the pope.  This arrangement will no longer work for the Satan possessed Antichrist, because the pope 
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believes he holds the keys to the gates of heaven (reference: the papal insignia).  Now, with the Antichrist sitting 
in the Jewish Temple, the seat of religious power will move from Rome to Jerusalem, and Rome will become 
expendable.  Satan will probably destroy the Vatican, and in doing so, he will prove himself as a religious reformer 
(Rev.17:7-18), and with act he will convince the Muslim world he is also their Mahdi (Islam‟s end time messiah).   

Every con man needs a good roper, (someone who can work a crowd of people and point them to the object of 
the con).  After the pope is destroyed Satan will rise up a new religious leader.  As Scriptures say, another beast - 
the False Prophet - arises, having the two horns of a lamb, meaning he is Messianic Jew or Christian, but speaks 
like a dragon, meaning he is under the influence of Satan (Rev.13:11-18).  The Great Harlot was preaching a - 
Babylonian - perverted form of Christianity, and the False Prophet will probably be preaching a - Babylonian - 
perverted form of Messianic Judaism.  The False Prophet will direct all the worlds to worship the Antichrist, asking 
the people, “to honor him, our savior.”  I am thinking at this point he will propose the Canaanite festivals as the 
true ancient annual holy days of all humanity, but as the reformer he will remove the pagan practices from them 
and merge them into YHWH‟s Holy days of Leviticus ch.23 and direct the worship to Satan, aka the Antichrist.   

The obvious question is who would be the False Prophet?  After every Passover the Jews – for thousands of 
years – check their front doors to see if a Prophet of YHWH, believed to be Elijah, would appear.  The Antichrist 
will take advantage of this (Rev.13:11-15).  As I mentioned before the Antichrist will attempt to fulfill as many Old 
Testament prophecies as possible, and here is another place. Revelation 13:13 states he will perform great signs, 
Elijah in ancient times also brought fire from heaven (1Kin.18:37-40).  Somehow with Satan‟s power this False 
Prophet will do something similar to qualify himself to the Jews.  Probably saying that this is the same fire from 
Heaven that defeated the Holy Land invasion of the armies of the north.  They will make a supernatural animated 
image of Satan's human leader vs.15 and force the world to worship it or die.  
  
I will speculate that Satan’s robotic image will also be married to a super-computer, and then it will become a 
computerized virtual-reality figure.  Then add something like today‟s psyhic-occult hotline, and you have your own 
interactive, psychologically customized, virtual mentor program - or, your virtual life-coach. 
 
This may seem odd at first thought, but today the Japanese - considered a very intelligent group of people - 
have a Disney style automaton already praying for their dead.  They believe someone must continue 24 hours a 
day to pray over the dead at their burial sites.  Modern times have replaced the human prayer with that of a robot.  
A few years ago one of the hottest Japanese import that kids were crazy over was the “Giga Pet, the take it 
anywhere virtual pet.  You feed them, play with them, clean up after them, and take care of them when they are 
sick.”  The Giga Pet was a computer program that people were treating like a living being.  Now marry this 
mechanized false prophet to a super-computer, then add in something like today‟s social networks and you have 
your own psychologically customized, interactive virtual messiah / spirit helper.  One can see it in today‟s cell 
phone, Twitter, Facebook addiction, people need somebody to connect to, and in a time of terrible global distress, 
and tremendous loss of life the remaining people will need someone to connect to for comfort and advice.  The 
time is right, the Architect is ready, now begins the time of the False Prophet both live and virtual.  Beware, next 
to the advent of the satanic empowered Antichrist, this is what the dark side has been waiting for – they are 
“ready.”  

 
~ Renewal-Reform-Rebirth ~ 

 
"The grand purpose behind this succession of births and deaths 

is the spiritual maturation of every particle of life. 
We humans are midway in the evolutionary stream 

between a god-spark unaware of its destiny, and a fully evolved god." 
 
Control the mind - control the world, and the virtual messiah will be the most sinister mind control device ever 
invented.  Generally, people want to be taken care of, and during these turbulent times they will need crisis 
options.  Today, sometimes searching for a needed answer on the World Wide Web can be a very exasperating, 
time-consuming experience.  The Antichrist will be there to help, and his new prophet of cyberspace will be 
everywhere, in every computer, and TV, to take care of your special needs.  Remember these are extraordinary 
times, with extraordinary events taking place.  Events will be happening so rapidly it will be hard to keep up.  In an 
ongoing crisis situation, people will need immediate answers, and this cyberspace mentor will be your virtual 
comforter and companion.  
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Brought to you by the best in synthetic vision, the virtual messiah will be your teacher, your own personal 
spiritual guru, and your closest and most trusted friend.  It will help you sort out your life.  It will know everything 
about you, it will know your star charts and web searches, it will know your demons, and it will guide your goals.  It 
will teach you that the future is what you make of it - “take control and stop looking for other people to blame.”  It 
will help you expand your horizons, and it will share the burden of achieving them.   

It will teach, “that you must master the life-force and let me guide you into a profound phase of awareness.”  It 
will council you, “that in all the universe there is nothing more important then the human being.  You are the 
center of the universe and you are what counts.  You are the foundation for the future.  It’s your new world, see 
the big picture, think of what you want to achieve, and focus on it.”  It will help you pinpoint your character flaws 
and remove them.  “There is no cost too great if it means your success - only the strong survive!” 

The virtual messiah will put a sizzle in your step, “if you want to achieve something, then you must eliminate 
what stands in the way.”  The job of the virtual messiah will be to direct the human race from panic to prosperity.  
Under the direction of the new and improved Antichrist, it will take humanity in a new direction, a new economy, a 
new society, and it will demand that you be one of its soldiers.   
 
Loyalty to the “new world order” will be a lifetime mission.  It will be a lifetime mission, and it does not want 
compliance, it wants repentance and conversion to the new world order.  It will demand commitment.  It will 
demand motivation.  It will expect greater things from you; “you must work harder, your destiny awaits, rise to 
consciences and power.  If you want to achieve something, then you must eliminate what stands in the way!”  
Each day you will grow more thankful for the blessing and opportunities it provides, and in return…, lets just say 
you don‟t want to disappoint him.  

 
~ The New Commerce System ~ 

 
“He causes all, both small and great, 

rich and poor, free and slave, 
to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, 

and that no one may buy or sell 
except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, 

or the number of his name.” 
– Revelation 13:16-17 

 
Given the proper education, our CREATOR relies on our good instincts to do the right thing when the situation 
arises.  Satan is not so trusting.  He will require a more verifiable trust, and today it‟s not that far away.  
 
Today, the news proudly reports of the tools of the future.  “Technology is 
wonderful!  It’s giving us new ways to connect with people.”  Today‟s cell 
phones are becoming the universal communication tools, and smart cards to 
buy and sell, are already universal.  And on May 10, 2002, the first human 
being was “chipped.”  (“Chipping” is the marketing term for implanting a 
computer chip, about the size of a rice pellet, under your skin.  Once 
implanted, it can be scanned by a computer or tracked by satellite. See picture.)  Soon the next fad will be the 
right to say “I‟ve been „chipped‟!”  And my "Digital Angel" (sic) is watching over me!    
 
During this time of tribulation the worlds economies, the stock markets of the nations of the world, will be in 
melt down mode and the financial and political leaders will not know what to do about it (today we can see the first 
stages of the prophetic financial tribulation in the world markets).  The Antichrist will have the answers.  Besides 
the social and religious reforms it is his new financial system that will win him the hearts of the business 
community.  He will propose a new financial scheme and the world's financial leaders will see him as brilliant and 
follow him.  
 
Food and necessary items are in short supply, but that doesn‟t mean the privileged class has to do without, 
enter Satan‟s new commerce system, where the rich get richer and the poor get poorer (Jam.5:16).  The Mark of 
the Beast electronic data system will keep track of everyone (Rev.13:16-17).  The Antichrist will be a socialist type 
reformer, and through this system, he will look like an economic genius (Dan.8:25; 11:39).  No one will be able to 
buy or sell without this computer chip planted under the skin in the right hand or forehead.  Everyone will be 
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numbered for example: the first numbers will be the persons sex, then the year of birth, then part of the social 
security number, then the address, etc.  Even farm animals will be encoded and tracked by satellite systems.  
This is the true cashless system, gold and silver, jewelry, and printed money will be worthless in the last days 
(Eze.7:19).   
 
The lifeblood of this world will be electronic data transmission - one could almost say that about today‟s 
world of computers, Internet, and satellites.  The secure flow of data information will be as important as secure 
trade routes were in past times.   
 
Ponder this thought for a moment: This will be one of the most major social changes in history, because now, 
for the first time, people will be working in - what some call - “real- time system.”  Living in real-time means the 
ruling establishment will know what is happening - when it is happening.  It means that one must react, adapt, and 
manage the situation instantaneously.  
 
For example, this system will also be used to track the people‟s movements.  When a 
person attends the required worship service, their computer chip will be scanned and the 
attendance will be recorded, with the appropriate tithe subtracted from their account.  If a 
person does not attend the worship service, then an inquiry as to where you were will 
immediately be made.  You will be instantly located through your chip and within minutes the 
storm-troopers will be at your door reminding you of your missed appointment. 
 
Up until now, world problems, local problems, home and work problems, were 
generally worked out after some time to think and reflect, to study and research, before we 
make our decisions.  In this world of compressed time nobody really knows how to live like 
that.  When global events are happening so rapidly there will be hardly anytime to ask questions.  Then who are 
you gonna call?  Enter your own personal, interactive, virtual prophet and video companion.  
 
Although the Bible says this is a worldwide system, it will be concentrated in Europe.  The Europeans, 
especially the Eastern Bloc, will be more willing to accept such a system, because of their socialist upbringing.  
The further away from the center of the Antichrists power base, the better the chance of avoiding the system will 
be, by escaping to the hills and living off the land.  In American, even with the true believers removed in the 
rapture, it will still be hard to convince all of society to accept this.  The federal employees and armed services will 
be the first to be encoded, then prisoners and detainees, and those who accept some form of government subsidy 
will be next (or the subsidy will be discontinued).  
 

“And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, 
and judgment was committed to them. 

Then I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded 
for their witness to Jesus and for the word of God, 

who had not worshiped the beast or his image, 
and had not received his mark on their foreheads or on their hands. 

And they lived and reigned with Christ for a thousand years. 
– Revelation 22:4 

 
WARNING: NEVER, EVER, have a computer chip implanted under your skin that keeps all your personal 

information and identity (Rev.13:11-17).  These devices will soon cause a foul and loathsome sore in the 

skin, in the very last days (the First Bowel Judgment Rev.16:2).  The other down side to the implanted computer 

chip is that by swearing allegiance to this new age god/king with his new government indirectly means the 

ultimate and final rejection of YHWH, the FATHER of Creation, and HIS plan of salvation through HIS Messiah 

and anyone who has this implant when the Messiah arrives will not do well (Rev.14:9-11). 

The Bible’s bad guy is the Koran’s good guy.  It is interesting to note that Islam is also waiting for a messiah 
figure called the mythical twelfth Imam or Mahdi, and many of their end time prophecies run parallel to the Biblical 
Tribulation prophecies.  For example, there will be world chaos, wars, years of bloodshed, beheadings of 
unbelievers (and Islam has a rich tradition of beheading their enemies), and out of the chaos their Mahdi will 
appear to redeem earth, restore the creation and deliver its people.  There is one big difference, there is a 
reference to what the Bible calls the Mark of the Beast, which we know to avoid at all costs even if it means death, 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c10_mystery_of_the_bride.htm
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but the Muslims will see it as a badge of honor and welcome the Mark - as I often say the Muslims are martyrs to 
misinformation. 
 
     Log on to read the full story: http://www.homeworship101.com/bbc-9_prophecy_trib03A.htm 

   

Satan and the Fall Season of YHWH‟s Holy Days 

 

Battlefield Earth! 

 
 

“…Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! 
For the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, 

because he knoweth that he hath but a short time,” 
- Revelation 12:12 

 
The long summer season is winding down and it has been approximately 3 months since the Antichrist (the 
architect) has introduced his global constitution to the world on the Holy Day of Pentecost, and now during the 
Feasts of the 7

th
 Month will come his first appraisals of progress.  What do you think?  Is he happy? 

 
Remember, at this point, humanity is about 6 months into 3 ½ years of hell on earth.  Humanity has endured 

about 4 years of the total 7 years of Tribulation – now comes the worst time in humanities history.  The world has 

been in a dramatic upheaval, The Seven Seal Scroll, and Trumpet Judgments have concluded (Rev.ch.6, 8-9; 

11:15-19), and now to add to the misery the Seven Bowel Judgments have begun (Rev.ch.15).  In the seven 

Scroll & Trumpet Judgments humanity suffered through vicious hail, tremendous fires, devastating earthquakes, 

meteors crashing to earth and raising dust clouds that block the sun, moon, and stars, a plague of demonic 

locusts tormented humanity for 150 days, and if that‟s not enough Russia and the Muslims attacked Israel (and 

probably the US).  YHWH protected Israel and invading armies are defeated, but in the process the war kills a 

third of mankind.  Six months after the war, farming, manufacturing, and commerce, is slowly reorganizing, food 

and supplies are still scarce, and the remaining world‟s population is still fearful of the future.  The devil and his 

dark angels have lost their power to the heavenlies and they are stranded on earth - they‟re not happy, their wrath 

is building and they are thinking, scorched earth policy and destroy humanity, now the killings begin.      

“Never underestimate the power of the human mind 
to believe what it wants to believe, 

no matter how conflicting the evidence." 
 

Satan is a counterfeiter, meaning he takes what YHWH has ordained and makes it his own.  We know that 
sometime in the future YHWH‟s true Messiah will fulfill the fall season of Holy Days when He returns on the Day 
of Trumpets, and judge the nations of the world on the Day of Atonement.  Then in the name of Yahshua, all the 
surviving nations will celebrate and worship YHWH on Tabernacles (Luke 2:14; John 10:25, 14:12-15).  Satan 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bbc-9_prophecy_trib03A.htm
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will pervert YHWH‟s Holy Days into what will basically be global devil worship, even the Jews will be deceived for 
a while (Mat.24:24).  On Trumpets (the Day of the Lord) through the Day of Atonement, the Antichrist/Satan will 
declare his authority to judge the nations of the world.  And on Tabernacles / Sukkot he will demand that 
representatives of all the nations of the world come to Jerusalem and worship him while he sits in the Tribulation 
Temple (the third Temple) in Jerusalem because the Bible prophesied it in Zechariah 14:16.  Satan will also use 
the Bible prophecies (Zec.14:17-19), to justify his persecution of the nations who do not come to worship – the 
blood bath begins.   
 

We’re just one happy planet! 
 
The Antichrist is human, but Satan has possessed him with his powers and knowledge.  He will be very 

charismatic.  His deceptive lies and stunts will appear to be miracles.  He will be so powerful, so convincing, that 

the world will see him as the leader that they have been waiting for (Rev.13:7).  He will appear to feel the pain of 

the people, and will apply his higher understanding to insure every man women and child will go to bed happy and 

with a full stomach.  He will propose a health-care and economic scheme to heal the people from their afflictions 

and bring them back to prosperity.  The people will not greet him with fear and misgiving, they will greet him with 

open arms and a warm heart saying: “He is the key to peace, prosperity, and a blessed path, and we will follow 

him.”   

Perception is more important then reality. 

In Satan’s first 6 months, from Easter to the Day of Trumpets, events are happening so rapidly it is hard for 
people to keep current.  For advice and guidance they are turning to his false prophet – GOD help them.  The 
people are wondering, “is life getting better or worse?”  For the media, the Antichrist will put his best politically 
correct face on it – and rewriting the dictionary will help of course.  The political correct speech will sound 
something like this: 

“There are no homeless,” the Antichrist will boast.  “Yes there are some displaced people, but they 
have chosen to be in that position.  They are either lazy, criminal, or mentally unstable.”  
“There is no unemployment and no poverty!”  He will proudly proclaim.  “My new global government 
promises everyone a job!  If someone does not have a job, then they must not want one.” 
“There is no prejudice and no crime!”  He will proudly declare, but when pressed he will admit.  “Well 
there is some, but that is caused by the mentally unstable, the unpatriotic, the anarchists, and we have 
just established correction centers to filter them out and rehabilitate them.” 
The narcissist antichrist will entertain some questioning but not any real investigative reporting.  He 
will counter saying something like, “some people just enjoy finding fault with leadership.  There is no need 
to embarrass the political leadership by pointing out problems that they are aware of and are dealing with 
in their own way.”     

 
Satan would like humanity to think that under his new rule we are just one happy planet, but we are not.  The 
testimony by “Two Witness‟s” sent by YHWH is creating doubt, and Satan is hating it.  China is starting to 
distance themselves, America will never go along with him, Europe is worried, and the Jews are starting to 
believe that they have made a mistake – there is trouble in the Antichrist‟s (fools) paradise. 

 
During the first half year of his rule he will be charming, but he will also jail & rehabilitate those who resist 
him.  In his final years his real evil murderous wrath will show as the blood bath begins.  Remember the above 
quote says his time is short (the Messiah will return on Trumpets of Satan‟s 3

rd
 year of rule), and he has great 

wrath, because of the innate good nature of humanity, most of his followers, in the end, always disappoint him – 
and he is not happy.   
 

“For then there will be great tribulation, 
such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time, 

nor ever shall be.” 
- Matthew 24:21 

Since the beginning of humanities existence, Satan has two important objectives, to destroy humanity, and 
destroy the Messiah.  If Satan was successful then, YHWH could not fulfill HIS prophecies of redemption for all of 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bbc-9_prophecy_trib02C.htm
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humanity.  He tried to destroy humanity during the time of Noah, and YHWH foiled his plans.  If Satan cannot 
destroy humanity, then since the ancient times of the Patriarchs he focus‟ on the family genealogy that produced 
the Messiah – the children of Abraham, more specifically Israel.    

In Revelation 12:1, the women clothed with the sun is Israel (this is corroborated in Jacob‟s vision in Genesis 
37:9), her child is the Messiah.  Some who teach replacement theology try to twist this verse around and say the 
woman is the church.  But that cannot be correct.  The Messiah gave birth to the church, the church did not give 
birth to the Messiah.  The first part of the tribulation saw many people martyred for not worshipping in Satan‟s 
world church, that continues as he weeds out those who are not ideologically pure, but now he will direct his full 
attention to the Jews.  

The possible second attack on Israel is hinted to in Revelation 12:15.  The Antichrist will begin to persecute the 
Jews by first targeting those Bible believing Jews who listen to the Two Witnesses, and will not worship the 
Antichrist.  They will flee the persecution in Jerusalem, and will find protection in some friendly surrounding 
nations (Rev.12:13-17).  

“So the serpent spewed water out of his mouth like a flood after the woman, 
that he might cause her to be carried away by the flood. 

But the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened its mouth 
and swallowed up the flood which the dragon had spewed out of his mouth. 

And the dragon was enraged with the woman, 
and he went to make war with the rest of her offspring, 

who keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ”. 
- Revelation 12:15-17 

The fleeing Jews enrages Satan, and Prophecy gives an account of some type of tsunami Satan uses against 
Israel, possibly caused by some supernatural method, or an atomic device set off in the Mediterranean Sea.  
YHWH, once again, saves Israel by opening up the Earth to absorb the floodwaters.  Satan‟s wrath is mounting 
and he is nearing his crazy moment – unfortunately his crazy moment will cause the near destruction of humanity. 

“And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was committed to them. 
Then I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for their witness to Jesus 

and for the word of God, 
who had not worshiped the beast or his image, 

and had not received his mark on their foreheads or on their hands. 

And they lived and reigned with Christ for a thousand years.” 
- Revelation 20:4 

 

Jew or gentile, killing a Believer only makes them stronger!  The greatest revival in world history will make up 

this harvest of Believers (more people then in the rapture) these are called the Tribulation Saints.  They come to 

believe in YHWH and Yahshua after the true assembly (the Bride) has been removed.  These people were the 

fence sitters during the Age of Grace.  Now, unfortunately, they will have to prove their faith with their lives.  

These people will resist worshipping the Antichrist, they will resist the new global governing system, and they will 

not accept the compulsory computer chip implants.  For their rebellious attitude they will be tortured, killed, and 

beheaded (Rev.7:9-10, 13:9-10, 20:4).  But as the above quote states, Satan is sending them directly to Christ – 

they‟re not dead but alive and stronger!   

YHWH’s gives one last warning to HIS faithful. 
“Behold, I am coming as a thief. 

Blessed is he who watches, and keeps his garments,  
lest he walk naked and they see his shame.” 

- Revelation 16:15 
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~ Satan’s Grand Finale - the Battle of Armageddon ~ 
 

This will be the absolute worst time in humanities history, “…such as has not been since the beginning of the 

world until this time, nor ever shall be”.  During the summer of the Antichrist‟s third year of reign it would seem that 

his scorched earth policy is about to be fulfilled.  The planet is having an environmental meltdown (Rev.16:3-11, 

17-21; Mat.24:22, 29).  And the world‟s armies are staging for the final showdown in Jerusalem (Joel 3:1-2; 

Rev.11:18, 19:19).  The Antichrist is sitting in the Temple in Jerusalem.  The Jews know 

they have made a mistake, and are fleeing persecution.  No nation in the west is able to 

stand against him, but there is one army that makes the Antichrist nervous, they are the 

Kings of the East (Dan.11:44).  The Far Eastern nations, Japan, China, India, etc., have 

seen enough, and the combined armies of Kings of the East, march to Jerusalem to 

make war with the Antichrist, beginning the third attack on Israel (Rev.16:12-16).  The Architect has done his work 

well, if this war begins they will destroy the earth, humanity and everything on it.    

"...one of the elders said to me, 
Do not weep.  Behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, 

the Root of David, has prevailed..." 
- Revelation 5:5 

Fear not!  On the 1
st

 day of the 7
th

 New Moon of Satan’s third year of reign, YHWH’s Messiah, 

Yahshua, will return as the conquering Messiah and will finally put an end to Satan‟s destructive rule.  

Yahshua will confine Satan and his evil angels, and vanquish the earthly nations that supported him (Zec.12:2-11, 

14:12; Rev.20:1-2).  For the complete story log on: http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-

c11_conquering_messiah.htm . 

The lessons of the Tribulation era are clear - Satan's ways leads to death.  About a third of humanity will 

survive the terrible ordeal brought on by mans own hand.  The Messiah will begin calling all the mortals on earth 

to repent the utter hopelessness of the life they have chosen.  The mortal citizens entering the Millennium 

Kingdom will be those survivors of the Great Tribulation period and the Battle of Armageddon.  As they enter the 

next level of humanities spiritual evolution they will receive the spiritual salvation needed to inherit all of the 

blessings of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.  As stated in Revelation ch.20, six times it is written that the 

Messiah will rule and reign for a thousand years.  The first part of the Messiah's earthly rule now begins.  

Yahshua, the Bride, and the Angels of YHWH‟s Light will now rule.  For more of the story log on: 

http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c11b_ruling_messiah.htm 

“…the fullness of time is approaching…” 
- Ephesians 1:1-12 

 

 

Enjoy the journey of learning… 
> Intro to Prophecy:  http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c9_prophecy.htm 
> Chronicle of Tribulation Prophecies:  http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c9_prophecy_trib01.htm 
> Rapture - Mystery of the Bride:  http://www.homeworship101.com/bb-c10_mystery_of_the_bride.htm 
> YHWH‟s Holy Days Intro: http://www.homeworship101.com/holy_days_intro.htm 
> YHWH‟s Spring Holy Days: http://www.homeworship101.com/holy_days_spring.htm 
> YHWH‟s Fall Holy Days:  http://www.homeworship101.com/holy_days_fall.htm 
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